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PRESIDENT’S REPORT

SEPTEMBER 2020
Hi Everyone.
Just as I was starting to write this report, I received an email from Denise, our Editor, letting me know that one
of our members, Norma Webster, passed away this morning. An email later from Allan Moody is a lovely
reflection of this lady.
“Norma was a great lady with a wonderful sense of humour and a zest for life and she will be sadly

missed.”
Our sincere condolences to Norma’s Family.
Colleen Simmons, our webpage coordinator, has been hard at work designing our online shop. You
should have all received an email detailing how that will work. Colleen has some other plans for videos
and links which also sound very exciting. We do not know just how long the Covid 19 restrictions will
be in place, so we are urging as many members as possible to get on board. Properly photographing
your artwork is crucial, so if that is an issue for you, let Colleen know. If any of our members can offer
that service, also let Colleen know.
As well as recently renewing our footpath sign permit, the committee decided that it would be
worthwhile reapplying for our ‘Sunday Painting at the Lake” permit. Last year, due to a lack of
interest, this permit was not renewed. After speaking to B.C.C, I was advised that they are keen to
promote any activity that would be of value to the community and visitors to the lake and Ballarat
generally. Whilst I am waiting for final approval, I am confident that we would not be charged the
usual $200.00 fee for a Lake Precinct event permit. The permit would begin on Sunday December 6th
(weather and pandemic regulations permitting) and allow for up to 10 of our members to display and
sell their artwork on the grass verge adjacent to Pipers Restaurant. Please consider planning for this
opportunity. You would need a small amount of OHS friendly display equipment. Parking is usually
available (early) right next to the setup area.
Our Trailer is currently with a local steel fabricator to fit some components to hold our art display
frames. When this is completed, we will be able to submit an acquittal of this particular grant process.
We still need to do some surface work under the carport at BUCH but under the current situation, there
is no rush to complete that until the weather improves.
During this “pandemic” time, I have found it difficult to put brush to canvas. My studio is in serious
need of an expansion, containing too much “stuff”. But as the weather improves, I hope to put those
plans in action. However, there has been some interesting art shows on TV etc. and online, e.g. The
20 Melbourne Painters Exhibition. Recently I watched the film Gaugin, Voyage to Tahiti. Another
example of a genius painter living in poverty and dying destitute despite the French Government
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recognising him as an artist and repatriating him from Tahiti to France. I remember well visiting the
Musee des Beaux-Arts in Pont-Aven in France, a place where many famous artists, including Gaugin,
worked. Many were influenced by Gaugin’s style to be known as synthetism. This was to make Gaugin
one the worlds most celebrated artists but sadly, after his death.
My apologies for starting and ending my report on sad reflections. It is the story of so, many of our
lives at the moment.
Stay safe.
John Canham
President

Synthetism | art | Britannica
www.britannica.com › Visual Arts › Painting
Synthetism, in art, method of painting evolved by Paul Gauguin, Émile Bernard, Louis Anquetin,
and others in the 1880s to emphasize two-dimensional flat patterns, thus breaking with Impressionist
art and theory. The style shows a conscious effort to work less directly from nature and to rely more
upon memory.
………………………………………………………

HELLO TO EVERYONE FROM COLLEEN
We are starting an online shop connected to our web page where you can sell your art. Your art will
be posted in the shop with a price for the art piece only. The customer will be directed to you the
artist/seller via your contact information and you will then communicate with the buyer directly
regarding the payment method to you, which must include the cost of P&H i.e. postage, packaging
and handling (this will be different for every sale). No artwork should be given or dispatched to the
buyer until you have received full payment.
The committee has decided that for the time being, there will be no commission charged on sales
through the online shop. This will, in some way, compensate members for our lack of operation over
the last few months.
There is a link below to direct to you the shop so that you can see how it will work. You will notice
on the shop page that there are some images of the artist and some of just the artist's artwork. The
number in brackets is the number of artworks that the artist has for sale. Click on the artist and you
will be taken to their page with artworks for sale. At this time, these are just examples to look at and
to give your ideas on what to write. Take a look at my Tattooed Lady artwork to see what I mean.
Things you will need to do if you decide to use the opportunity to sell some of your paintings.
1.The image must be of good quality.
2. Do not adjust the image colours with any editing programs as people want see the real thing. I
will put a disclaimer on the shop page regarding colours as everyone’s monitors are different and
colours may not be exact. This is common on all art selling websites as settings and monitor types
can cause differences in colour.
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3. If you are selling your painting with a frame you must include the frame in the image. BUT,
remember to remove the glass before photographing the artwork as the glass gives shadowing and
reflective light.
4. If you have other aspects of the artwork that you want to show, for instance, if you continue the
artwork over the sides on deep paintings then you will need to provide images that show this.
5. Include: The size of the artwork. If selling framed, the frame size. The artwork title and medium.
The substrate e.g. canvas board, stretched canvas, paper types (if relevant) and anything you would
like to say about the artwork. For instance, if it is a seascape perhaps include where it was taken and
if you want, a little story, as this helps people connect with the artwork. This is up to you and is not
necessary to the sale of the artwork. Personally, I like to include a little bit extra in my information
but that is my preference.
I will straighten any images that look out of square, so please do not do anything to your image once
you have taken the photo. I will let you know if you need to re-take any images. Please do not
manipulate the images in anyway. This is most important for the honesty of the artwork when the
purchaser receives it. It must be as close to the original as possible.
Link to the shop page. This page is not public yet so can only be accessed through this link:
https://ballaratartists.asn.au/shop
Sorry for the long email, but a lot needs to be said. If you have any questions, please let me know at:
colleen@colleensimmons.com or you can phone me on 0428456229
It will take a little while for people to find us but by each of us promoting it, I am sure it will take off
very soon.
Regards Colleen

THE GRAPEVINE

Trudi organised this lovely floral arrangement which
was delivered to Norma’s family last week. Norma’s
daughter Lyn sends a big thank you to all members.
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AUGUST COMPETITION ‘STILL LIFE’
Hello All,
The Winner of last month's competition was Colleen Simmons and her art is hanging in Radmac this month.
I am looking forward to your votes for the best Still Life. You only need to vote for one person. Don't forget
that I take votes from 7 days after the newsletter is distributed.
Get those images in!!!!
Happy creating!
Sue Clarke

Acrylic, “Another Black Bird” Denise Adams

Pastel, “Walk in My Boots” Lyn Werts

Watercolour, “Flowers” Peter Macdonald

Pastel, “Daisies” by Sue Clarke
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A Watercolour, “Roses” by Karen

Pastel, “Nest” by Joan Tallent

“One for Tea” by Joan Day

Oil, “Love Blooms” by Jon Lam

Oil, “Pots” by John Canham

Oil, “Cherries” by Sharmaine Riches
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A WALK DOWN MEMORY LANE WITH JOAN TALLENT
Joan Tallent & BSA Inc
Looking for a change in lifestyle we moved from the outer Melbourne suburbs to Ballarat in 1991.
Not knowing anyone in the area I very tentatively contacted BSA about joining as this seemed a way
to meet new people and I had an interest in drawing and painting. However, I had only recently
started painting, in pastel, and I was a bit nervous about mixing with ‘real’ artists.
My worries were unfounded as all the members of the BSA were very welcoming and I found that
the members skills ranged from experienced to complete beginners. I quickly took advantage of the
various Demonstrations and Workshops and other opportunities to learn from and share my
interest with like- minded people. I had only been a member about 6 months when the then
President Vivienne Wheeler rang me out of the blue and asked me if I was interested in standing for
the position of Secretary at the next AGM!! I was a bit taken aback because I was actually quite shy
(some might not believe me!) and I had never been on a Committee before. Those first few
meetings where, as secretary, I had to get up in front of the members and read the minutes and
any other business were quite terrifying. (Note: in the ‘old days’ Minutes were handwritten and
read out at the next meeting). This ‘baptism by fire’ I credit with helping me getting over my fear of
public speaking and improving my confidence in general. It was also a fantastic way to get to know
who was who amongst the members of the Society, what was what etc and I encourage any new
member to get involved even if just as a committee member.
I think I was Secretary for about 2 yrs. and I can’t say that I was especially good in the role as I do
not have the organisational/administrative skills of some brilliant members who came before and
after me ( I won’t mention any names in case I leave someone out). For my tenure and many years
after, the Minutes continued to be written by hand in a special book for that purpose, so the
Computer age has really made this job much more efficient but not necessarily easier.
In the following years I enjoyed learning more and more about art and how to become a better
artist by attending workshops, demonstrations, art exhibitions and just painting alongside other
members either in Ballarat or on weekends away to Hall’s Gap. Following on from my time as
Secretary I took on other roles including Newsletter Editor for 2 or perhaps more years, President
for about 2 yrs., assisted with Activities organisation, Saturday Painting Co-ordinator and just
various support roles whilst being on the Committee.
One activity that was a lot of fun was our End of Year/Christmas break-up which occurred for a
number of years. Alma Knight was I seem to remember the main instigator of this, and she
managed to talk a lot of members into ‘performing’ a range of ‘entertainments’ on the night. Alma
also supplied or helped with a lot of the costumes and it was just a most enjoyable evening (and
hysterically funny). As well as the ‘performances’ my husband Ron and I started putting together a
Trivia Quiz every year as a means of getting every member involved. This was not meant to be a
serious activity but there was ALWAYS one table of quizzers who were highly competitive even
though the prizes were perhaps just some chocolates. Ron was the MC and he made it clear NO
Disputes regarding answers were allowed (he enjoyed being a dictator for the evening!)
Doing the Newsletter was a challenge because I was fairly new to computers so that was a learning
curve. The computer systems were really quite clumsy compared to now (and certainly no photos)
and writing this it makes me realise how far we have all come with our use of computers. Just
printing out the members address list onto sticky labels was a MAJOR drama I remember. However,
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I probably enjoyed the Editor’s role more than those of President and Secretary as I think my nature
is more suited to being in the background.
During those busy years being involved with the BSA in various roles I somehow found myself on
some other committees (unrelated to Art). So, when I retired around 7 yrs. ago I think I felt it was
time to have a break from committees although I am pretty sure I was still on the BSA committee
on and off for a few years. However, I think it is good for any organisation to remain fresh and
vibrant to have new members with new ideas anyway, so it was time for me to ‘do my own thing’.
With all my different commitments over the previous 20+ years I really only painted intermittently,
often in bursts after being inspired by a workshop or an Exhibition. However, since retirement I
have found increasing enjoyment is spending much, much more time each week painting or doing
art-related activities and I am lucky to have a big studio space to play in whenever I want. Of
course, with the Covid situation I am painting even more—it is great therapy even if there are
limited opportunities to exhibit or sell!
Writing this at the request of the Editor, Denise, has actually brought back a lot of very happy
memories and reminded me of how much I have gained from being a member of BSA Inc
Titanium White vs Zinc White-Joan’s experience
Despite painting with oil paint (water mixable) for many years I had never even thought about the differences
between these 2 Whites. I just used Titanium White because that was the White everyone else seemed to use. A
few months ago, I accidentally bought a large tube of Zinc White (intended to buy Titanium) from Seniors in
Melbourne and didn't realise until I was home.
So, I looked up the two Whites-- so that I could use my purchase rather than wasting it.
Titanium White: most commonly used white in painting, it is a bright white, almost bluish. It has excellent
opacity and high tinting strength (can actually be too strong)
Zinc White: Very transparent, 1/10 tinting strength of Titanium White. It is a cooler white and useful for
scumbling and glazes.
Well I have found I really like to use Zinc White now more than Titanium (which I still use for white highlights or
an object/subject is a bright white) and I just love that it doesn't overwhelm the other colours when I am trying to
mix a lighter shade and it just seems more delicate. I guess this is due to its transparency. Interestingly I noted
when painting the other day that my large tube of Zinc White has been already half used whereas the large tube
of Titanium still about 80% full.
Other points of interest--- * these differences apply to 'normal' oil paint as well as water mixable
* On Seniors Art Supplies website-- the cost is the same for Titanium and Zinc White
Joan Tallent

Many thanks to you Joan for this great read. As a Newbie, (3 years in BSA) I much appreciate the
benefits which are the result of hard-working present and previous members. Along with this peek
into the past I have included 4 of Joan’s works which clearly show Joan has been successfully putting
brush to canvas during isolation. If you would like to be featured in October’s Newsletter, please
send me some text and photographs.
Denise
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“Blue Nude” by Joan

“Shearing’s Finished” by Joan

This Watercolour of Joan’s on the left, “Man, Dog and Door” was awarded a Commended in the
AGRA Autumn Online Exhibition. On the right is a delightful expressive pastel of “Milo” by Joan.
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Jon Lam’s Watercolour of The Ballarat Grammar
Boat Shed is one of three commissioned works.

Sharmaine Richies’ dining room, Before and After. Before it was a Dining Room, now it is a Studio. A
much better use of the space Sharmaine. Some of us will relate to this. Until this afternoon our
kitchen table was covered in Barbie Doll Beds and Racing Cars, most of which have now been
packaged up and posted to Dave’s grandchildren. Dave has been making and painting wooden toys.
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CORRIDOR ART SPACE TRADES HALL
Once the covid restrictions came in the Art Space closed. When the restrictions are lifted,
we will be back hanging art at Trades Hall once more.
Sue Clarke

BLARNEY BOOKS & ART, BIBLIO ART PRIZE 2020 (COVID EDITION)
Entries are now open for the Biblio Art Prize 2020
https://www.blarneybooks.com.au/biblio-art-prize
37 James Street,
Port Fairy, Victoria 3284
5568 2174
Artists are invited to submit works, in any medium, that respond to the book which they will be allocated on
submitting their entry fee. This year the books will be pre-selected from those Australian novels which have
been published in the last 12 months, as a way of offering our support and solidarity for our homegrown
writers. We invite the artists to source the book title they are given, purchase or borrow the book from the
library, read it and interpret it through their artwork. We encourage artists to really engage with the story
and try to create a meaningful representation of the work. We believe that books and art go together hand
in hand.
Selected artworks (not more than 70) will be invited to be a part of our Summer Exhibition, which is peak
tourist time for Port Fairy, giving lots of people a chance to view the show! All works must be for sale. We
will also be ensuring the exhibition is completely available to view online.
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

2020 Prizes
Blarney's Grand Prize: $2000 (independently judged)
WAG Local Artist Prize selected by representatives of the Warrnambool Art Gallery $1500
Storyteller's Award: $500 book voucher
LGBTIQ+ Represent Prize $500 (for an artist who creates an extraordinary artwork representing a
"rainbow" book, or for a "rainbow" artist with an extraordinary work), sponsored independently by author
RWR McDonald.
People’s Choice Award: $500
Blarney's Youth Award: $200
O2 Media Youth Prize: $250
Runner-up Youth Award: Book & Voucher to $100, sponsored by Collins Books, Warrnambool.
Your Soul Brand Prize for a female-identifying artist: two personal coaching sessions with Karen Foster to
the value of $330.
Key dates
• Entries close end of October.
• Selected artworks to arrive at Blarney Books & Art between 16 and 30 November.
• Judging: Saturday, 5 December 2020.
• Exhibition dates: Thursday 5 December 2020 – 31 January 2021.
Entry Fee
2020 Biblio Art Entry Fee, $20.00

https://www.blarneybooks.com.au/biblio-art-prize
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DAYLESFORD ROTARY CLUB ART SHOW
Dear Artists,
With many of the regional Art Shows being cancelled, the Daylesford Rotary Club are happy to say that we are
still planning to go ahead with the Art Show in Early November 2020.
Because of the present uncertainty as to whether we can hold the normal physical Art Show in the Town Hall
we have decided to hold a Virtual Art Show, either alone or in conjunction with the Physical Art Show. We are
confident that one way or another we will be holding the Rotary Daylesford Art Show 2020.
Planning for the physical Art Show will continue until such time as we are told it cannot be held.
To hold a virtual show, we will be asking you to photograph and measure your art works and email these details
to us by the entry cut-off date. Help will be available if you are unable to do this yourself.
Entry form Cut-off Physical and Virtual: Friday 2nd October 2020
Artist Delivery Date: Tuesday 27th October 2020
Show Open Days: Friday 30th October, Saturday 31st October, Sunday 1st November, Monday 2nd November
10am-1pm.
Virtual Show online: 30th October-till end of November TBC.
Artist Pick Up date: Tuesday 3rd November after 2.30pm till 5pm and Wednesday 4th November 9am-12pm.
Thanks, and stay safe………. Alicia Kay and Terri Oprean – Co-ordinators.

MECURE EXHIBITION 21ST SEPTEMBER
I have contacted Simon at The Mercure and at the present time, the exhibition is still
going ahead. It will all depend on what happens after the 13th September. I will contact
all proposed participants then with further information. The plan should be to set up on
the Sunday the 20th September, if it goes ahead. We are thinking positive!
Sue Clarke

I will leave you now in the hope that someone will accept my request to be the Featured
Artist for October. Happy painting everyone.
See you same time next month.
Denise Adams (Newsletter Editor)
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